-BACKGROUND: Brain tumor surgery requires careful balance between maximizing tumor excision and preserving eloquent cortex. In some cases, the surgeon may opt to perform an awake craniotomy including intraoperative mapping of brain function by direct cortical stimulation (DCS) to assist in surgical decision-making. Preoperatively, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) facilitates planning by identification of eloquent brain areas, helping to guide DCS and other aspects of the surgical plan. However, brain deformation (shift) limits the usefulness of preoperative fMRI during surgery. To address this, an integrated visualization method for fMRI and DCS results is developed that is intuitive for the surgeon.
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-BACKGROUND: Brain tumor surgery requires careful balance between maximizing tumor excision and preserving eloquent cortex. In some cases, the surgeon may opt to perform an awake craniotomy including intraoperative mapping of brain function by direct cortical stimulation (DCS) to assist in surgical decision-making. Preoperatively, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) facilitates planning by identification of eloquent brain areas, helping to guide DCS and other aspects of the surgical plan. However, brain deformation (shift) limits the usefulness of preoperative fMRI during surgery. To address this, an integrated visualization method for fMRI and DCS results is developed that is intuitive for the surgeon.
-METHODS: An image registration pipeline was constructed to display preoperative fMRI data corrected for brain shift overlaid on images of the exposed cortical surface at the beginning and completion of DCS mapping. Preoperative fMRI and DCS data were registered for a range of misalignments, and the residual registration errors were calculated. The pipeline was validated on imaging data from five brain tumor patients who underwent awake craniotomy.
-RESULTS: Registration errors were well under 5 mm (the approximate spatial resolution of DCS) for misalignments of up to 25 mm and approximately 10e15
. For rotational misalignments up to 20 , the success rate was 95% for an error tolerance of 5 mm. Failures were negligible for rotational misalignments up to 10 . Good quality registrations were observed for all five patients. INTRODUCTION F unctional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has become a useful clinical tool for the surgical management of brain tumor patients, especially in awake craniotomy cases. 1 Brain activity maps generated by fMRI allow identification of high-risk eloquent areas engaged in sensorimotor or language processing located proximal to the tumor. Such maps help to inform various aspects of presurgical planning including the optimal amount of brain exposure, the safest entry point, and the necessity and extent of intraoperative mapping, thereby assisting the surgeon in maximizing the benefit-to-risk ratio of the surgery. [1] [2] [3] [4] When intraoperative mapping is performed by the gold standard method of direct cortical stimulation (DCS), fMRI activity maps may be visualized on a separate display or mentally recalled to guide the selection of stimulation points or to determine concordance between DCS and fMRI results. However, it can be somewhat challenging to use fMRI data in this manner due to the required mental image transformation, which is further complicated by tissue deformation, or "brain shift" that occurs once the skull bone is removed to reach underlying brain tissue. [5] [6] [7] The amount of brain shift depends on multiple factors that include cerebrospinal fluid drainage, gravitational force effects, the use of drugs and surgical tools, tissue loss from tumor resection, and often tumor type, craniotomy size, and head orientation. [7] [8] [9] [10] Although the surgeon may try to monitor and estimate the shift visually and mentally, the shift varies considerably (1e12 mm on average to a maximum of 50 mm 8 ) and can include nonlinear spatial deformations across the brain surface.
Methods to tackle brain shift can be categorized into imagebased approaches that use intraoperative MRI, 11, 12 computed tomography (CT), 13 or ultrasound 14, 15 with image registration techniques or model-driven approaches that predict brain shift using finite element analysis models. 16, 17 Previous work has typically focused on brain anatomy with limited attention toward brain shift correction of functional data, such as that provided by fMRI. 15, 18 Despite the interest in using preoperative fMRI to guide DCS procedures, no methods presently exist to covisualize fMRI and DCS data intraoperatively. All DCS and fMRI concordance studies use postoperative analyses. 19, 20 Therefore the goal of this work is to enhance the usefulness of preoperative fMRI data during awake craniotomies. A proof-of-concept image registration pipeline is developed for displaying brain shiftÀcorrected fMRI data on the images of exposed cortical surface before and after DCS. As DCS results are conventionally documented simply by taking photographs, the pipeline has been implemented to provide similar 2-dimensional (2D) visualizations to the surgeon with the information of primary concern: the spatial relationship between preoperative fMRI results and intraoperative mapping results on the surface of the exposed brain. The pipeline is validated in silico using imaging data from 5 patients who underwent awake craniotomies. 
METHODS

21-23
Surface-Rendered Functional Maps Functional MRI data were analyzed using Analysis of Functional Neuroimages freeware. 24 Data preprocessing included outlier censoring and interpolation (3dDespike), correction of cardiac and respiratory effects (3dretroicor), slice timing correction (3dTshift), rigid-body motion correction (3dvolreg), and alignment with the anatomic images by affine transformation (align_epi_anat.py). Functional data were spatially smoothed with a 6-mm Gaussian filter (3dmerge) and fitted with detrending and autocorrelation corrections (3dREMLfit) to estimate brain activity using a general linear model. Correction for multiple comparisons was achieved using a liberal initial false discovery rate threshold of q .1 and a small, arbitrary cluster size threshold customized patient to patient to suit the data quality for surgical planning.
The 3D cortical surface was generated from the segmentation of T1-weighted images using FreeSurfer software. 25 To create surface rendered fMRI maps, an average value of activations was projected on the cortical surface using the Analysis of Functional Neuroimages surface mapping function (SUMA). A grayscale shading effect from bright for gyri to dark for sulci was created using the "ambient occlusion" filter in MeshLab. 26 The cortical surfaces without activations ("MRI") and with activations ("fMRI") were visualized in orthographic view such that the region around the tumor was visible. In this orientation, 2D projection images of both "MRI" and "fMRI" cortical surfaces were subsequently screen-captured and used as inputs to the registration pipeline.
Intraoperative Data Collection
Patients were anesthetized using dexmedetomidine and a bupivacaine-based scalp nerve block, providing optimal operative and behavioral testing conditions. 27 Each patient's head was held in a Mayfield Skull Clamp (Integra LifeSciences, Plainsboro, New Jersey, USA) to provide rigid fixation. Brain mapping was performed via DCS while the patient performed motor and/or language tasks personalized on the basis of tumor location. Tasks were administered by the surgeon while an Ojemann cortical stimulator (OCS2, Integra LifeSciences) delivered 2-to 6-mA current at 5-mm increments for 1e2 seconds, producing inhibitory or excitatory behavioral responses. No sites were stimulated twice consecutively. If the response occurred at least 3 times, a sterile chip (9 Â 4 Â 1.5 mm) was placed marking the area as eloquent. The DCS was performed for approximately 10e20 minutes until eloquent areas were identified to the surgeon's satisfaction.
The exposed cortical surface was imaged from the approximate viewing perspective of the surgeon using a 3-dimensional (3D) optical scanner (SCANIFY, Fuel 3D Technologies Limited, Chinnor, UK) at 2 time points for brain shift correction: 1) before brain mapping ("preDCS") and 2) after brain mapping ("postDCS"). The camera was brought into the surgical field mounted on a Mayo stand and adjusted manually with an attempt to maintain consistency between preDCS and postDCS acquisitions. Although this scanner provides 3D data, only the 2D color image was used for prototype pipeline development to reduce computational burden.
Image Registration Pipeline
Image registration is typically described mathematically as an optimization problem, in which a source image is spatially adjusted ("transformed") to align to a target image in an iterative procedure that maximizes a similarity metric. These algorithms usually require customization of the overall data processing pipeline to achieve satisfactory results in a given application. In the present case, image registration was implemented using the mutual information similarity metric, as suitable for multimodality input data, 28 and affine transformation to account for the nonrigid nature of brain shift.
The pipeline was prototyped in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) for operating on 2D input images that provide fast registration compared with potentially timeconsuming 3D volumetric registration. The spatial transform was estimated in a 3-level multiresolution framework ('imregtform') using the best performing optimizer ("one plus one evolutionary") parameters (across all patients), and subsequently applied ("imwarp") to yield the registered output. Before registration, a region of interest corresponding to the craniotomy window was selected.
The pipeline was organized in 2 modules according to the time stage when fMRI data were to be visualized intraoperatively on the image of the brain surface ( Figure 1) . Module 1 performed registration to the preDCS image, accounting for any brain shift that occurred prior to DCS mapping, whereas Module 2 performed registration to the postDCS image, accounting for all brain shift that occurred until DCS completion. Module 1 first registered the anatomical MRI data to the preDCS image. This process accounted for cases where large activation clusters occurred in the craniotomy window, potentially reducing the registration quality. The resulting affine transformation, T preDCS , was subsequently used to register the fMRI data to the preDCS image, yielding the final output of the module. Module 2 accounted for brain shift that occurred during the DCS procedure by registering the preDCS to the postDCS image. The transform parameters, T postDCS from this registration were multiplied with T preDCS , generating a composite transform that was subsequently used to correct fMRI data for the overall brain shift. Thus the final output of Module 2 was fMRI activation data overlaid on the postDCS image, allowing simultaneous visualization of both fMRI and DCS results on the exposed brain tissue. The pipeline was executed on a modest Windows 10Àbased desktop computer (Intel i5-4590 processor, 8 GB RAM).
Experimental Testing in Silico
To validate and quantify the registration accuracy, controlled experimental testing was carried out in silico. For each patient (see "Patient Demographics" later), the ground truth result was generated from an initial registration between the preoperative fMRI and intraoperative optical images. Fifteen landmark points were selected, where the first landmark (x1,y1) was within the region of activations. The fMRI data were then moved out of alignment by translating in x and y directions with a displacement, r between 5 mm and 25 mm and then rotating around x1,y1 by an angle, a between 0 degrees and 20 degrees, sampled over a uniform probability distribution within a preselected range (Figure 2) . Each displacement was sampled with 100 random rotations. The misalignments were introduced only in the 2D projection images with a constant projection angle.
The misaligned fMRI and intraoperative optical images were registered. The mean registration error (RE) in the recovered transformation T was quantified by computing the mean Euclidean distance dist() between N (¼15) corresponding landmark points p i of the ground truth and the transformed misaligned image, as in Equation 1.
Patient Demographics Data were collected for 5 brain tumor patients P1-P5 (mean age 57.4 AE 11.1, Patients P1-P4 were imaged at the former institution, and patient P5 was imaged at the latter.
RESULTS
Experimental Testing in Silico: Registration Error and Capture Range Figure 3 shows box-and-whisker plots illustrating the distribution of RE values for each patient over different combinations of initial misalignments. These plots provide 1) assessment of the capture range-the range of initial translations and rotations that can be recovered by the image registration pipeline and 2) assessment that within this range, RE is within acceptable limits. Both assessments yielded promising results over the patients investigated. First, both assessments depend on the RE amplitude that can be tolerated. The horizontal lines (see Figure 3) indicate the spatial resolution limits for fMRI (4 mm, the acquisition slice thickness: dashed-dotted line) and for DCS (nominally 5 mm, the width of the stimulator: dashed line). Ideally, the RE should be well within DCS resolution, as the value for this modality is larger. Initial inspection of Figure 3 shows misalignment ranges that fall well within 5 mm for all patients. Closer inspection shows that the image registration pipeline is robust to simple translation (minimal rotation) misalignment, where the median RE is approximately 1 mm and remains constant up to the maximum translation of 25 mm. When angular misalignments are also considered, larger rotations are associated with larger RE values but no substantial interaction effect between translation and rotation is observed. Patients P1, P3, and P5 show larger RE values with increasing rotational misalignment, whereas the analogous dependency for patients P2 and P4 is weaker. Collectively, the results indicate that for misalignments up to 25 mm and 10e15 degrees, the image registration pipeline produces RE values well within DCS resolution.
To further assess pipeline performance, failure rates were calculated for 2 criteria: RE > 5 mm ( Table 2 ) and RE > 2.5 mm ( Table 3 ) by aggregating experimental testing data across all patients, giving 500 results per misalignment condition. The pipeline performs well under the error tolerance of 5 mm with a maximum failure rate of 5.2%, which increases to 77%e86% when error tolerance is reduced to 2.5 mm for up to 20 o misalignments. For both criteria, the failure rates are zero or negligible for misalignments up to 10 degrees.
Registration Visualization
The quality of registration visualized in Figure 4 shows Module 1 output (right) in a checkerboard pattern along with its unregistered counterpart (left) for P2. Before registration, the misalignment between the image pairs can be seen as discontinuities in the sulcal lines, easily observable in the grayscale magnified view. On registration, the misalignment is rectified, shown as the overlap of corresponding sulci and gyri in the registered image pair.
The spatial relationship between fMRI and DCS findings is shown in Figure 5 , which displays Module 1 (preDCS) and Module 2 (postDCS) outputs for all patients. Preoperative fMRI activations of hand motor tasks are shown for patients P1-P4, whereas for P5 fMRI activations of semantic decision (left cluster) and tongue 
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE movement tasks are displayed (right cluster). The preDCS output shows these activations overlaid on the cortical surface for initial guidance of DCS procedures. The postDCS registration output facilitates visual comparison between the sites mapped intraoperatively and the preoperative fMRI activations on the current state of the visible brain surface. The postDCS results indicate that the hand motor activations from DCS mapping (marked as "H") were proximal to analogous fMRI activations for P1-P4, with partial overlap for patients P3 and P4. In case of P5, DCS mapping identified areas of "facial twitching" ("F") and "speech arrest" ("SA") using number counting task near fMRI activations associated with tongue movement and areas of "reading difficulty" ("RD") and "receptive aphasia" ("RA") using a reading task, proximal to fMRI activations from a semantic decision task.
DISCUSSION
Brain shiftÀcorrected preoperative fMRI data may be helpful to guide DCS mapping efficiently. Lacking a method for visualizing coregistered fMRI and DCS data intraoperatively, we developed a prototype image processing pipeline with such functionality and validated it on 5 brain tumor patients. Overall, the results were promising, showing acceptable accuracy for intraoperative use, for the patients investigated. Over the group, in silico tests showed registration errors well within the spatial sampling resolution of DCS, for misalignments between fMRI and optical image pairs of up to 25 mm (and possibly larger) and approximately 10e15 degrees. For a 5-mm error tolerance, the success rate was 95% for misalignments up to 20 degrees, whereas the analogous rate was 14%À23% for a tolerated value of 2.5 mm. The estimates of capture range are optimistic, however, because in silico tests do not account for the effect of changing the 3D cortical surface's orientation when generating the 2D projection images. As expected, there was some variability in registration accuracy across the patients as well, with patient P3 proving the most challenging and patients P2 and P4 the most robust. Because the patient sample size was small, tests will be necessary in additional patients for a more comprehensive evaluation over a wider range of brain tumor and brain shift presentations.
Nevertheless, this method offers visualizations with potential benefits for intraoperative brain mapping. By using registration to overlay preoperative fMRI data with brain shift correction on the cortical surface image, the surgeon is relieved of transforming these data mentally while using them to streamline DCS workflow and to assess fMRI and DCS concordance intraoperatively. 23 This is important because although fMRI has known limitations 23 and DCS is regarded as the gold standard for brain mapping, DCS has its own sources of variability (e.g., electrode orientation and amplitude of the stimulation current impact on the activated volume 29, 30 ). The concordance between fMRI and DCS for all patients is readily assessed qualitatively in Figure 5 . It is evident that although both modalities were used to map the motor cortex, a 1-to-1 correspondence was not observed with only partial overlap of the results. Our visualized results are in agreement with the literature and are typical of our ongoing experience with both mapping methods for awake craniotomies involving brain tumor patients. 20, 23 Several factors responsible for the imperfect concordance between fMRI and DCS are the different biophysical signals of origin, differences in behavioral task administration and response, and the dependence of fMRI activations on the statistical threshold. 20, 23 This work was undertaken within the context of a large body of research concerning brain shift correction methods. Early attempts were focused on accurately establishing the tumor boundary. 11, 13 More recent attempts include integrating preoperative functional data into ultrasound-based neuronavigation systems for brain shift correction 14, 15 and preliminary work involving intraoperative acquisition of functional data using fMRI 31 and near-infrared spectroscopy. 32 The present work differs from the existing literature as it provides a quite simple, straightforwardly implemented means of visualizing fMRI data over the exposed brain surface, simultaneously with DCS results, to aid in surgical workflow. Although a similar method exists for epilepsy procedures, 33 our study differs in that manual landmark registration is avoided by visually orienting the 3D surface pose according to the 2D intraoperative image and obtaining an analogous region of interest from both input images to constrain the registration search space. In addition, this study validates the use of such simple registration on tumor patient www.journals.elsevier.com/world-neurosurgery-x data, which is more challenging to segment and may result in inaccurate surface topology using existing methods. Lastly, here we present the utility of the method for providing guidance both before and after functional mapping in the context of awake brain surgery.
Several limitations are associated with the proof-of-concept pipeline. Brain shift is corrected only at 2 stages: immediately after dural incision and about 10e20 minutes later after DCS mapping. Although brain shift progression during DCS mapping was minimal for the patients investigated, this is not expected to be true in general and intermediate correction steps may be necessary in some cases. The pipeline also does not capture any brain shift in the subsequent stages of the awake craniotomy procedure-when the shift mainly results from tumor excision, causing sagging or sinking of adjacent unsupported tissue due to gravity. 7, 34 Because DCS is mainly performed before tumor removal, brain shift correction at further stages of the surgery is not as critical but may still be important in some cases. Furthermore, the pipeline outputs are in 2D, making it impossible to correct for shifts perpendicular to the 2D image plane.
The prototype pipeline used affine transformation to correct for brain shift rapidly. The actual image registration process was completed in seconds for all patients, although some of the manual preprocessing steps took considerably longer. Aspects such as cropping of the craniotomy region can likely be made automatic (and more rapid). In future investigations, cases may be encountered in which affine transformation provides inadequate results. Although more complex transformations are possible, they will introduce additional degrees of freedom that require longer processing times and risk convergence to a suboptimal rather than global optimal result. More pipeline testing are necessary to investigate the interplay among quality of registration, complexity, and execution time.
Lastly, the prototype pipeline needs to be investigated by surgeons to assess the potential for improved workflow during intraoperative brain mapping and its impact on surgical decisions and patient outcome. The present work is a useful starting point for such assessments, which ultimately may lead to a robust visualization tool within the tablet platform previously developed in our laboratory for awake craniotomy procedures. 21 Figure 5. Outputs of the proposed registration pipeline shown for all patients, with additional labeling of DCS sites and delineation of tumor/ resection cavity with white dashed line. Each row of images is from the patient indicated on the top left. The first column (preDCS) shows output of pipeline Module 1. For patients P1-P4, fMRI activations of hand motor, and for patient P5 functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activations of tongue movement (right) and semantic decision tasks (left) are shown on the intraoperative cortical image. The second column (postDCS) shows output of pipeline Module 2, showing fMRI activations overlaid on intraoperative cortical surface with DCS mapping results. The DCS site labels "S," "H," "F," "Ft," "SA," "RD," and "RA" correspond to sites of sensory activation, hand motor, facial twitching, foot motor, speech arrest, reading difficulty, and receptive aphasia, respectively (*marked based on anatomic location). ORIGINAL ARTICLE
